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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DEVOPS MANAGER</strong></th>
<th><strong>DEVELOPER</strong></th>
<th><strong>DEV MANAGER</strong></th>
<th><strong>CISO</strong></th>
<th><strong>COMPLIANCE MANAGER</strong></th>
<th><strong>RELEASE MANAGER</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define Quality and Operational Policies</td>
<td>Implement customizable DevOps workflows</td>
<td>DORA Dashboard</td>
<td>Oversee Releases Security Dashboards</td>
<td>Generate Compliance Reports</td>
<td>Generate Releases Dashboards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define DevOps Workflows</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Define Security Policies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**imagine**

**TRUSTED RELEASE**
JFROG’S RELEASE JOURNEY

- **DISTRIBUTION**
  - distribute release bundle to edges
- **XRAY**
  - vulnerabilities and license scanning
- **ISOLATED ARTIFACTS**
  - stored in separate repositories
- **PROMOTION**
  - promoting artifacts between repos
- **BUILD INFO**
  - SBOM containing the build artifacts & dependencies
- **GOVERNANCE**
  - with quality gates
- **TRUSTED**
  - System of record
- **VISIBILITY**
  - of lifecycle
- **SIMPLICITY**
  - of releases
- **TRUSTED SYSTEM OF RECORD**
  - of quality gates
- **VISIBILITY**
  - of lifecycle
- **BUILD INFO**
  - SBOM containing the build artifacts & dependencies
- **PROMOTION**
  - promoting artifacts between repos
- **ISOLATED ARTIFACTS**
  - stored in separate repositories
- **XRAY**
  - vulnerabilities and license scanning
DISTRIBUTION

distribute release bundle to edges

Xray vulnerabilities and license scanning

ISOLATED ARTIFACTS stored in separate repositories

PROMOTION promoting artifacts between repos

BUILD INFO SBOM containing the build artifacts & dependencies

GOVERNANCE with quality gates

TRUSTED System of record

SIMPLICITY of releases

VISIBILITY of lifecycle

EVIDENCE

PROMOTION ENVIRONMENTS

RELEASE LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
An Immutable and Secured SBOM that represents all the components of your Release - “Sealed capsule”

- Start early - Release First Mindset!
- Flexible creation options
- Immutable & signed SBOM
- Promoted and distribute as one unit
- Release provenance
Repositories aggregation, providing a logical view of the stages in your SW supply chain

- Aggregate multiple technologies together
- Assign repositories to environments
- Simplify permissions and roles management
- Simplify workflow automation
Signed metadata linked to your artifacts and release bundles. Designed to document your release journey through the supply chain.

Collect different type of evidence:
- Security scans
- Code coverage reports
- Test coverage and test results
- Manual approvals

Build workflow and automate business decisions.
Advancing the release bundle through maturity stages (environments) of your SW Supply chain

- Promote multiple packages in a single action
- Keep traceable evidence
- Policy based approval gates
Distributing the release bundle to an edge node

- Distribute multiple packages in a single action
- Keep traceable evidence
- Policy based approval gates
Define Quality and Operational Policies
Define DevOps Workflows
Implement customizable DevOps workflows
DORA Dashboard
Oversee Releases Security Dashboards
Define Security Policies
Generate Compliance Reports
Generate Releases Dashboards
AI/ML MARKET & ADOPTION IS EXPLODING
BRING YOUR **ML MODEL** INTO YOUR SDLC

- BINARY 360
- UNIVERSALITY
- SCALABILITY
ANNOUNCING
JFROG TRUSTED ML MODEL MANAGEMENT

• Remote Models Proxy

• Model Scanning
• Model Compliance
• LLM Compliance

• Local Models and Data registry

Data

Tuning

Scan

Scan

Fine Tuned Models

Deployment

Runtime

Hugging Face
AVAILABLE NOW

RELEASE LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

TRUSTED ML MODEL (BETA)
Thank you